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A NOTE ON THE HEREDITARY PROPERTIES
IN THE PRODUCT SPACE
By
Katsuya Eda
In this note we shall investigate some hereditary properties of a subspace
of a product space.
Let Xa be a topologica! space for each ≪e/ and A be a subset of /. pA is
the projection: II Xa^ H Xa, i. e. pA(x) is the restricted function of x whose
ae/ ae.A
domain is A. A is co-countable if I―A is countable.
The family of sets is linked if each pair of its members has non-empty in-
tersection. The space has (/Q-property (precaliber Hi) (caliber Hi), if any uncoun-
table family of non-empty open subsets of X includes an uncountable subfamily
which is linked (has the finiteintersection property) (has non-empty intersection). [2]
Theorem. Let Xa be second-countable for ae/ and X be a subspace of
II Xa and <b be one of the properties:
are/
1) the countable chain condition, 2) (K)-property, 3) precaliber Hi, 4) caliber
Hi, 5) the seperability,6) the Lindelof property.
Then, X satisfiesthe hereditarily cpif and only if for any subspace Y of X,
there exists co-countable subset A of I such that p/Y satisfiescb.
Lemma 1. (N. A. Sanin) [1] Let F be an uncountable set of finite sets, then
F includes an uncountable subfamily A which is quasi-disjointi.e. xr＼yQC＼J for
each different x and y of J.
See [11 for the proof.
Lemma 2. Let f be a continuous function whose domain is X and X satisfies
(p in the theorem. Then, the range of f also satisfies(p.
Proof. Easy to check.
Let {F%; n<a)} be a base of Xa. ThenJ^l'F^X -X V%%; A={au ･■･,am],
m<(a)―cV is a base of II Xa. The domain of the basicopen set V(=p2lV%＼X
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･･･xVnm) is A, which is finite,and is denoted by dom V
Lemma 3. Let d be an uncountable subfamily of <V. Then, 6 includes an
uncountable subfamily 0 which has the following properties:
a) {dom V; 7e 0} is quasi-disjoint,
b) p'XV=t'iW for each V, W*e0, where y4=n{dom V: V^0＼.
Proof. By Lemma 1, d includes an uncountable subfamily 6' such that
{dom V; V&d'} is quasi-disjoint.
Let y4=n{domF; V^O'}. Then, {plV; V&6'} is countable. Hence, some
uncountable subfamily 0 of 6' has the propertiesin the lemma.
Proof of Theorem. The necessity Is clear and so we shall prove the
sufficiency. Suppose that X does not satisfy the hereditarily (p. Then, there
exists a subset {xa; aKwi] and a family {Oa; a<a)1} of open subsets of X
such that xa^Oa for each a<co1 and
i) xa&Op for any fti^a,
ii) for any uncountable subset S of o)lt there exists a pair a, ft of S;
^nO^n^*; a<a>1}=<pl
iii) for any uncountable subset 5 of oju there exists a finite subset F of S;
ae.F
iv) for any uncountable subset S of cou (~) Oar＼{xa', a<a)1}=6,
a<=S
v) Xa&Op for any ^S>a, or
vi) xa(£Op for any ft<a, according to (p is 1), 2), 3), 4), 5) or 6), respec-
tively.
We may take the above Oa(a<Wi) from <^V. By Lemma 3, without a loss of
generality we can assume that {Oa; aOx} satisfies the conditions a) and b) of
Lemma 3.
Now, we apply the assumption and Lemma 2 to {xa ',≪<ft>:}. Then, there
exists a co-countable subset A of I such that p'iixa",≪<&h} satisfies(p and
P＼{dom Oa ; a<(i),}f^A is empty. Since {dom Oa ; a<a>1} is quasi-disjoint,we may
assume domOa ―r＼{domOa; a<ah}QA for a<o>1. There exists(s)
i)' a such that pA(xa)(^pAO^r＼P'iOr for some jS^r,
ii)' an uncountable subset S of u>x such that
PnAOar＼p"AO^r＼p"A{xa;a<o)x}^(j) for each distinct≪,/3eS,
iii)' an uncountable subset S of o>! such that H ^O^n^l^a; a<≪1}^0
for any finiteFqS,
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iv)' a and an uncountable subset S of oixsuch that pA(xa)^ f~＼pA0a,
aeS
v)' a such that pA(xa)^pA0p for some /3>a, or
vi)' a such that pA(xa)<EpA0p for some /3<a,
according that </>is 1), 2), 3), 4), 5) or 6), respectively.
By the assumption of A and the fact xa^Oa.pA(xa)^p'JiOp holds if and only
if Xa^-Op holds, for each a, /3. So, i)',･･■,or vi)'contradicts to i),･･･,or vi)
respectively.
Now, the proof is complete.
Since the hereditary separabilityis equivalent
property, it is a littleinteresting to compare the
theorem.
[1]
[2]
to the hereditary caliber-Hi-
two cases 4) and 5) in the
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